The recent needs of analysis and visualization of variable in time real
Introduction
Recently one of the biggest challenges in multimedia technologies is to create a fully interactive, remote 3D visualization system [1] . This requires gathering real data about static or dynamic 3D objects and scenes and delivering them to a remote visualization system. In those systems, the observer has the possibility of selection of a vantage point from which to view the image and interact with objects. Currently, different systems provide limited 3D interactive content [1] , triangle mesh or image based and video based 3D visualization.
The still object imagery is based alternatively on digital-image set or 3D polygonal models. The digital-image set method [2] captures a large set of digital images of a given object viewed from different viewpoint. The user intuitively selects between these views. View controls include panning and rotation along the horizontal and vertical axes, further the 3D illusion. However, this method is based on 2D images and in order to provide truly realistic 3D imaging the system requires numerous views and therefore the file size become unmanageably large. Still an object imagery method uses computer graphics algorithms or experimental-optical data acquisition and numerical conversion methods [3] to build 3D polygonal models of 3D objects, then pastes texture maps onto these objects' surfaces. This 3D polygonal model can be rendered from arbitrary viewpoints and file size remains relatively small. However, the numerical models often look artificial or plastic because the texture maps and limiting lighting effects do not accurately represent the surface appearance from all angles. That is the reason why the experimental methods of gathering the data about 3D objects in the form of cloud of co-ordinate points have become so popular [4] . Main advance of 3D polygonal models is the possibility of appearance modification.
However, recently, the visualization of 3D still objects is not sufficient. The real challenge is to create 3D video [1] . The most recent attempts focus on creating a true 3D video in which a viewer can move through the captured scene in both time and space [1] . For this type of a system, the cameras are spaced around the capture space and calibrated precisely. Because the scene's 3D structure is known, the system can combine multiple live or pre-recorded 3D video streams in real time. These newest projects are based on digital images and depth map information. Rendering a virtual view from multiple 3D video streams requires warping the multiple camera views to a single virtual view using the depth maps and camera poses [5] . The other new system uses the video based acquisition for real time 3D polygonal object geometry reconstruction [6] . The essential constrain in such scenario is that the foreground content is physically separated from the background which does not move and change colour or brightness. Because the quality of 3D geometry reconstruction in this type of systems is not efficient, the video acquisition is replaced with active shape measurement methods [7] .
The methodology proposed below is based on capturing 3D data, representing the shape and texture of real 3D object, and transferring them into a remote visualisation system in real time. The general concept and system realizing this task is presented in a general idea section of this paper. It describes also the roles of the main modules of the system including measurement, processing and virtual environment modules. The initial experimental results of 3D data capture and transfer, realized in the proposed set-up, are presented. Finally, the tasks on the further works, required for creating fully interactive true 3D video combined with virtual reality environment, are given.
Proposed solution
The basic novelty of the proposed true 3D visualization relies on the usage of an optical 3D object measurement system based on fringe projection method [3, 4, 8, 9] . The measurement system provides data in the form of clouds of co-ordinate points representing 3D object from multiple directions. A general scheme of the true 3D video system is shown in Fig. 1 . It has modular structure which includes:
• measurement module which consists of N digital light projector-camera measurement set-ups, each of which monitors shape and movement of 3D object from a single direction,
• processing module which converts the clouds of points into the data accepted for visualization in the virtual environment,
• virtual environment module providing the VR scene and including the virtual camera, through which the proper interactive visualization of 3D data is realized. In order to provide interactions between a user and visualised 3D objects, the system includes feedback loop between measurement and visualisation (VR) modules. It returns information about the position and offer the parameters of virtual camera which are chosen interactively by a user of the system. Modular structure of the system enables us division of data gathering and visualization process into three main parts and effective use of three computer stations connected by fast links. The variable streaming between processing module and VR module enables us visualization at different level of quality (amount of the processed data) depending on the computational resources of the outside (remote) user's computer.
True 3D object measurement system provides enormous amount of data about object shape and texture. However, the information required for visualization in virtual environment at any moment t i is limited to these data points which can be seen from the chosen viewpoint. A virtual VC camera placed in this point is the essential element of the presented system (Fig. 2) . The data taken for real-time processing are limited to the points which are included in the solid angle (g, b, a) determined by a virtual camera position versus an object. The information about VC position and parameters is distributed in the form of VC matrix parameters of a virtual camera. MM -measurement module, VCvirtual camera, PP -virtual camera position point, and TP -virtual camera target point.
(presented in Sect. 3.3). A general concept of the system is based on the following rules:
• system visualizes the essential information about object's geometry,
• selection of data points is performed on the basis of information about the virtual camera location and parameters [ Fig. 2(a) ],
• constant interaction between a measurement system and virtual environment is required,
• global coordinates of the measurement volume MV, are predefined through experimental calibration of MV.
3D data processing
The true 3D video system requires vast data processing. It is realized by three main processing modules shown in Fig. 3 . The first one (MM) is responsible for controlling the measurements of preliminary prepared data. This module consists of the measurement set-up and numerical processing procedures. The data filtration and coding are necessary for further processing as they eliminate bad data and code correct data into a specific form. 3D data notation is ineffective and difficult for further processing. Therefore it is necessary to provide data coding which converts 3D into 2D data representation. It should also allow faster data transmission with sufficient precision. 2D data format allows us to adapt and simplify further processing. Also 2D description of a cloud of points enables us preliminary filtration in 2D space.
The second module (PM) selects the data seen by a virtual camera and performs its further data reduction and coding, so that they are ready to be visualized by the third module (VM) in the chosen, virtual reality environment. Coded data, obtained from a particular measurement (from multiple directions), are transferred into a processing data module. Here, also the information about position of a virtual camera is send. At the first stage, neighbouring clouds which are in the field of view of a virtual camera are selected. Next, that selected clouds (2D representation) are converted into a single cloud of points which can be seen by a virtual camera. Two dimensional representation is made as a projection of the selected clouds of points and limited by a virtual camera field of view. This coded representation is later corrected in order to eliminate gaps and wrong points.
As the virtual environment VM needs three dimensional representation for visualization of the object, 2D representation of a cloud must be transformed into 3D form. In order to provide this, two sets of data are created:
• boundaries of a virtual cloud of points which are represented by a closed B-spline curve,
• height map specific deformation, which is created from components of coded representation of a virtual cloud. This module has visualized the 3D representation of a virtual cloud in given moment. 3D representation is created in four stages:
• creating a group of boundaries from a main boundary curve and a height map, Opto-Electron. Rev., 16, no. 1, 2008 Fig. 3 . Scheme of data processing required to visualize 3D data in virtual environment.
• indexing knots of curves, • creating flat mesh, • deforming flat mesh.
Finally, the created 3D mesh is shaded and rendered together with other elements in virtual environment.
Data acquisition
Measurement modules (MM) based on monochrome (for a static object) or colour (for variable in time objects) fringe and Gray code projection [9] provide the sets of images which are converted into a directional cloud of points. These clouds of points have to be coded and processed by special procedures in order to allow us final real-time 3D object visualization. One of the most important parts is a data capturing module.
Data delivered by the measurement system are in the form of 3D clouds of Ch i points (i = 1,..,k, where k is the number of acquisition modules). The data are saved as the sets of points {ch ij } (j = 1,..,l, where l is the number of points) with Cartesian co-ordinates (x i ,y i ,z i ) in a local co-ordinate system LC i of the i-th measurement module. In order to determine dependence between a measurement local coordinate system and a measurement global coordinate system GL, the coordinate system transformation matrixes are calculated. The matrix transforming a point in a measurement local coordinate system to a global coordinate system is called measurement transformation and is signed by M. It is calculated from the parameters determined in a calibration procedure.
Data coding
The 3D cloud of points, from the measurement modules, is difficult for transmission and modification. In the proposed system, 3D data notation is converted into 2D data representation.
The coding method proposed is based on fitting a constant grid to any cloud of points projected onto a plane [ Fig. 4(a) ]. This methodology relies on transformation of the points ch i (x,y,z) of the 3D cloud Ch i into discrete, 2D representation of the points p i (u,v) given at the projection plane parallel to the plane of CCD matrix of the i-th module (u and v are the co-ordinates of grid's nodes). Values of the function at grid nodes are given by the vector k uv . This vector starts at the given knot (u,v) and ends at the co-ordinate of the nearest point from the cloud Ch i .
The points at the camera plane are characterized by the value of the module vector k uv and the value p(u,v) calculated basing on the applied camera model, Fig. 4(a) .
Choosing visible clouds of points
The measurement global coordinate system GL is usually different from the virtual scene coordinate system GV. Transformation of the points from the virtual scene coordinate system into the global measurement coordinate system is described by the matrix P.
A virtual camera model applied can be described by two groups of parameters, external parameters and internal parameters. The parameters are defined as a set of parameters described by the matrix S v .
The matrix S v localizes the virtual camera coordinate system into the virtual scene coordinate system GV.
The clouds of points, visible from the central point PP of a virtual camera (Fig. 2) in the direction defined in the camera matrix S, have to be selected for further visualization. This limits the data taken for real-time processing to the points which are included in the solid angle (á, â, ã) determined by the virtual camera. The information about VC position and the parameters are distributed in the form of the matrix S v .
Based on the parameters (matrix S v , M i , P) connecting the real coordinate system with the virtual coordinate system, the clouds of points visible from a virtual camera are selected. The clouds of points are chosen on the basis of information about a position of the volume vertex of that clouds, where a volume of the cloud Vi is defined by maximum and minimum co-ordinate of points in this cloud (ch max,max , ch min,min ). The clouds of points are classified as visible from a new view point if though one of eight vertexes of cloud is contained in a volume of clipping. The volume of clipping is determined by the virtual camera matrix S v . The clipping process is performed by using the Cohen-Sutherland algorithm [10] .
Creating virtual clouds of points
A virtual cloud of points is created out of the selected parts of two (or more) considered clouds of points. It is defined as a set of measurement points visible from a virtual camera in the global coordinate system. The main goal of this module is to calculate the coordinates of points of the cloud at the imaging plane of a virtual camera. Each of the particular clouds of points has its own coordinate system connected with opto-geometrical parameters of its measurement module and the transformation matrix M i connected with the global coordinate system.
Creating contour line and height maps
The virtual cloud of points is saved as a coded cloud of points. This representation is not compatible with typical virtual reality formats. It is required to convert the data to a mesh-based geometry. That representation is enabling to visualize an object surface in virtual reality systems.
The conversion process consists of three stages:
• creating discreet contours, • B-splines approximation,
• subdividing B-spline curves.
The contours are two-dimensional representation of cloud of points. This is achieved by standard image processing procedure which includes:
• median filtering for noise reduction, • morphological operation for hole filling.
The edge detection procedure is based on standard segmentation methods. At first, the algorithm searches an object and next it moves around an object. The discreet contour description is approximated to the closed curve B-spline based at a set number of the control vertex d i . The next stage is subdividing a B-spline curve, based on a knot insertion procedure [11] . The auxiliary poly curve of B-spline curve is used as a contour of a reconstructed 2.5D triangle mesh.
3D geometry reconstruction
The final stage of the data processing is their conversion to the format acceptable by VR system. We propose the mesh-based representation created on the basis of shape of B-spline curve (contour) and map of height. Such representation permits effective data transmission to majority of visualisation systems. The proposed representation of 3D geometry accomplishes the established criterion of accuracy, rate of visualization and scalability of geometry representation. The process of creating 3D mesh-based geometry from the silhouette curve and depth map is based on the modified Delanoy algorithm [11] . Secondly, the flat shape is deformed using the value of depth in the depth map. For improvement in a visual effect, the normal vectors of triangles are modified on the basis of the depth map difference and the mesh is created.
Experimental results
The described methodology was tested on computer-simulated objects and real, variable in time, ones.
Numerical experiment
The data capturing from many directions and full processing scheme includes several steps and is difficult for initial implementation. Therefore, in order to prove correctness of the methodology and software created, the virtual measurement system has been developed in 3D Studio MAX environment.
Two types of numerical 3D objects have been generated and animated, namely:
• rigid lemon-like 3D object with rotation movement introduced [ Fig. 5(a) ],
• locally morphed 3D object without movement capabilities [ Fig. 5(b) ]. For these objects, a full processing path was realized. The data for each object were captured from two directions.
The comparison of the time required for different stages of data processing during real-time visualisation of different classes of objects (rigid/morphing, low/high density mesh) is given in Table 1 . It is clearly seen that at the moment, the system provides 10 frames per second visualization which is sufficient for many multimedia applications. The possibility of interpolation of a shape between meshes in time may increase a frequency up to 20 Hz.
Physical (real) experiment
In order to gather experimental data, which represent geometry of real, variable in time objects, we use the measurement setup based on projection of a colour sinusoidal raster and a colour Gray code [12] . This system allows us to capture the cloud of measurement points with the frequency 10 frame/sec. Due to the hardware limitation, the measurements were carried from one direction. The single measurement module is presented in Fig. 7 .
The first author's hand moving in time was the measurement object. The set of colour patterns was projected at the hand, including a single colour sinusoidal fringe pattern [ Fig. 8(a) ] and two colour Gray codes [Figs. 8(b) and 8(c)]. The captured images had been used for calculation of 3D cloud of points (Fig. 9) , which later was processed into coded cloud of points [ Fig. 10(a) Table 2 . The artefacts, in the form of a wavy structure at the visualized object surface result from inaccuracy of the measurement system, namely not fully calibrated difference in the sensitivity of RGB channels in a projector and a detector. Also, the approximations during coding and triangle mesh creation procedures have influenced quality of a final 3D shape. Application of a single computational system permits to achieve the time below 110 ms. Due to further optimizations of data processing it will be able to realize visualization in real time. 
Conclusions
In the paper, we have proposed and implemented the system for registration and visualization of 3D objects varying in time. The system combines fast shape measurement system based on colour pattern projection and rapid processing procedures to create a 3D variable in time object. The proposed methodology allows us to visualize real 3D objects, variable in time, on a remote terminal and to interact with it. The quality of geometry of reconstruction is better than the obtained in "multi camera" systems. Our system provides 10 frames per second visualization, which is sufficient for many interactive multimedia applications. Using temporal shape interpolation, the system provides frequency increase up to 20 Hz. 
